INTRODUCTION
In 1967, on the occasion of the hundredth anniversary of the Confederation, the author of~ paper suggested that it was about time for Canada to join the Hague Conference on Private International Law. Such a move would show to everyone that Canada's legal horizons and objectives had become world wide.1 The government of the day followed this suggestion and, in 1968, Canada joined the Conference. Since that time, Canada has participated ~cti~ely in its work as well as that of other international organizations devoted to the unification of law especially in the area of commercial law.
2 It is, therefore, appropriate to examine recent trends in the field of private international law in Canada on the occasion of the hundredth anniversary of the Hague Conference and to ascertain the extent to which Canadian rules have been influenced by its conventions.
Due to the limited space available, this paper will examine only the most important aspects· of these new trends, namely the adoption of conventions and model laws prepared by the Hague Conference, and other international bodies and the jurisprudential move towards the principle of proximity. Mention will also be made of the private international rules in the new Civil Code of Quebec.
CONVENTIONS AND MODEL LAWS
Before ascertaining the direct influence of the Hague Conference or other international organizations on the development of private international law rules l 16 J.-G. CASTEL NlLR 1993 i l in Canada, it should be mentioned that Canada is a federal State whose 1 constitution 3 divides the legislative power between the federal parliament and the provincial legislatures. Some private international law rules fall wholly or Partly .
within the legislative competence of the provinces, while others come within the j exclusive jurisdiction of the federal parliament. Implementation of treaties must be l done by the competent legislative body. With respect to the negotj.ation and conclusion of treaties, the Federal Government has taken the position that it represents all of Canada. However, it will co-operate with the provinces in fields within their legislative competence. Thus, although Canada is a member of the Hague Conference, its delegation often comprises persons appointed in consultation with the provinces. l To avoid the constitutional and international difficulties that might arise if provincial legislation required for the fulfilment of an international obligation were not passed, prior consultations usually take place and agreement is reached with the provinces before Canada signs and ratifies a treaty. Actually, unless it contains a federal State clause Canada will not sign a treaty until it has received the unanimous support of all the provinces. These difficulties are minimized when the treaty merely contains a model law to be recommended for adoption by the provinces.
Hague Conventions
Canada has not been too keen to accede to international conventions adopted before it joined the Conference that did not contain a federal State clause . . However, on September 26, 1988, Canada acceded to the Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil and Commercial Matters concluded on November 15, 1965. This was done after all provincial and federal rules of court had been amended accordingly. 4 A declaration was made against certain fonns of service, and regarding translation requirements and delays.
The October 5th, 1961 Convention Abolishing the Requirement of Legalisation for Foreign Public Documents is still being considered. Canada will accede to it if it receives positive replies from all the provinces.
The Convention on the Taking of Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters, concluded on March 18, 1970, after Canada joined the Conference, has also been submitted to the provinces for comments before Canada decides whether or not to accede to it. It contains reservations with respect to language requirements, delays and pre-trial discovery.
Of the post-1968 conventions with a federal State clause, the most successful one is the Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction concluded on October 25; 1980, which allows for a reservation on legal aid. It came into force throughout Canada on 1 April 1988, having been implemented at all levels of government with or without the reservation.
The 1985 Convention on the Law Applicable to·Trusts and their Recognition contains a declaration to include trusts created judicially and reservations to allow JIJ.andatory rules, to exclude trusts governed by the law of a non-contracting State, and to exclude retroactive effect It was signed by Canada on October 11, 1988, and has been implemented by a number of provinces with the declaration and with or without the reservation on retroactive effect Consultations with the provinces are now taking place with respect to the implementation of the 1988 Convention on the Law Applicable to Succession to the Estates of Deceased Persons before accession by Canada.
It should be mentioned that in the field of torts, the Y ukon 5 has adopted the 
THE PRINCIPLE OF PROXIMITY
In recent years, in cases involving one of more legally relevant foreign elements, .
Canadian courts have become very interested in applying the principle of proximity 1 as a general rule or as an exception to determine the applicable law or the 1 jurisdiction of domestic and foreign courts. 1 In theory, the principle of proximity means that the courts will apply to a l particular legal relationship the local law of the State or province with which it has l the most real and substantial connection, that an action must be brought before the ' court of the State or province with which it has the most real and substantial j connection and, that a foreign judgment will be recognized and enforced only if the 1 original court had a most real and substantial connection with the action. The 1 principle of proximity seeks to achieve more effectively some of the basic ' objectives of private international law, particularly justice of the end result. 
Contracts
Historically, it is in the field of contracts that the principle of proximity was first adopted as a general rule. Thus, it is now well established in Canada that where the parties have not expressly selected the law applicable to their contract and no such selection can be inferred, the proper law is the system of law with which the contractual transaction has the most real and substantial connection. 11 This principle has also been applied to marriage contracts or settlements 12 and to the 9. A Canadian was elected chairperson of the special commission in charge of drafting this convention. validity of trusts inter vivos of interests in movables. 13 It means that there will be no automatic change in the law applicable to the marriage contract or settlement once the spouses have moved their matrimonial home to another country even if that country now has a more real and substantial connection With their financial interests, because the real and substantial connection must exist at the time when the marriage contract or settlement was entered into by the spouses.
As a general rule, the principle of proximity may be potentially dangerous since, in the absence of settled connecting factors, it cannot always achieve certainty and predictability which are important objectives in the field of contracts. However, it has the advantage of eliminating the need for characterization in borderline cases where the choice is between contracts and torts. It is also more likely to achieve justice in the individual case. Finally, it excludes the theory of renvoi.
14 Fortunately, Canadian courts have clearly indicated which connecting factors they will consider as most relevant when determining the law that has the most real or substantial connection with a particular type of transaction or issue. When two or more of these factors point to a particular place, it is almost impossible to apply the law of another place. Thus, it is still possible to achieve predictability and to protect the justified expectations of the contracting parties. Actually, all they have to do to avoid any uncertainly is to select expressly the applicable law. It should be pointed out that Canadian courts do not first choose the 'better law' and then justify their choice by selecting the connecting factors that lead to its application.
Torts
It is in the field of torts that Canadian courts appear to be moving toward the adoption -of the principle of proximity as an exception. If the application of the general choice of law rule results in the designation of a law that has no or little significant connection with the occurrence and the parties, the courts, in order to achieve justice in the particular case, will apply the principle of proximity as an exception to the general rule. Here, the principle of proximity performs a corrective function. A good example would be to apply the law of the residence of the victim instead of the law of the place of the accident where such place is purely fortuitous. In Canada, the general common law private international law rule applicable to foreign torts was adopted in England more than a century ago:
15
'As a general rule, in order to found a suit in England for a wrong alleged to have been committed abroad, two conditions must be fulfilled. First, the wrong must be of such a In the common law world, much difference of opinion has arisen with respect to the interpretation and application of this general rule. There is a substantial body of judicial opinion which holds that both conditions determine the jurisdiction of the courts over the cause of action, i.e., foreign torts. Once they have been met, the lex Jori applies to questions of substance and procedure. The primacy given to the lex Jori would encourage forum shopping although it could be controlled by the doctrine of forum non conveniens. Questions of substance should not be determined by the lex f ori in its domestic sense, especially when that law has no connection with the forum. To interpret the general rule as jurisdictional in nature would often lead to unjust results. This is why, in Canada, the courts consider it to be a true double-barrelled choice of law rule.
16
The first condition of the rule that a wrong must be of such a character that it would have been actionable if committed in England has not given rise to much controversy. The claim must have arisen in circumstances that if they had occurred in the forum, a cause of action would have arisen entitling the plaintiff to enforce against the defendant a civil liability of the kind which the plaintiff claims to enforce. In other words, civil liability must exist under the lex Jori.
It is with respect to the meaning of the second condition of the rule, i.e., the act must not have been justifiable by the law of the place where it was done, that much confusion still exists today due to many divergent interpretations. The issue is whether something other than civil liability is sufficient to render an act not justifiable.
In recovered, for instance where the act creates a cause of action but there exists a complete defence which precludes civil liability from arising, or (b) some civil liability under the lex loci delicti even though some of the damages claimed by the plaintiff cannot be recovered under that law, 20 or (c) civil liability in accordance with the lex loci delicti including the extent of such liability. Here, the provisions of the lex loci delicti denying, limiting or qualifying the recovery of damages must be taken into consideration before determining whether the act is not justifiable by that law. The question is not whether the act was innocent but whether civ.il liability existed in respect of the relevant claim as between the actual parties under the lex loci delicti of the ldnd sought to be imposed under that law.
21 . This interpretation is consistent with the vested rights theory adopted in Phillips v.
Eyre.
22 It also achieves the objective of certainty and, in the case of interprovincial torts, gives recognition to the laws in force at the place of tort. An individual should not be able to claim in the forum in respect of a .matter for which civil liability does not exist or is excluded under the law of the place where the wrong was committed.
In Chaplin v. Boys, the House of Lords did not replace the rule in Phillips v.
Eyre by the principle of proximity. 23 However, Lords Hodson and Wilberforce introduced this principle as an exception in the name of flexibility in order to achieve individual justice in cases where with respect to a particular issue, the place of the tort has little interest in seeing its law applied due to a lack of other proper connections. 24 This exception finds its justification in the language used by Willes J. in Phillips v. Eyre when he said '[a]s a general rule'. 25 The exception to the general rule should discourage forum shopping. It does not confer an unfettered judicial discretion away from the lex loci delicti or the lex f ori, enabling the general rule to be ignored in arbitrary fashion, as there must be a sufficient justification to apply it.
In Canada, the courts are still trying to find ways to escape the clutches of that province driven by the first appellant and owned by the second appellant, both residents of Quebec. The first appellant had been found guilty of driving in breach of the Quebec Highway Code 27 at the time of the collision. The respondent had received benefits in full satisfaction of all amounts payable to her in accordance with the provisions of the Quebec Automobile Insurance Act, 28 which as a result of an agreement between Quebec and Ontario were part of the Ontario standard automobile policy. In addition, she brought an action for full common law damages in Ontario against the two Quebec residents in order to obtain more than that which was provided by the Quebec insurance scheme which barred a civil action. Pettigrew, the result on the facts was a just one which could also have been reached by applying the principle of proximity. Jn the present case, the accident took place in Quebec where it was covered by the Quebec automobile compensation scheme. The appellants, as residents of that province, were legally entitled to the protection of that scheme. It would have been unjust to submit them to the law of Ontario and destroy their reasonable expectations of the legal consequences of their conduct. As for the respondent victim, the court stated that it would be difficult to believe that she would have had any reasonable expectation that Ontario law would apply to the exclusion of Quebec law with respect to any driving accident occurring in Quebec. Tiris view, however, emphasizes the place of the accident rather than the residence of the tortfeasor. Finally, the Court of Appeal added that comity as between the provinces required one province when applying its laws not to ignore the policies of another province as expressed in its legislation. Thus, the court concluded that, on the facts of the case, it should not apply the 'punishable' gloss of the second rule in Phillips v. Eyre. Since the appellants were not civilly liable to the respondent for the accident in Quebec, her claim failed. Today, at least in Ontario, until the Supreme Court of Canada reconsiders the general rule, where the defendant resides in the place of the tort, not 'justifiable', in Phillips v. Eyre, means the existence of civil liability only, in respect of the relevant claim as between the actual parties, of the kind sought to be imposed under that law. However, Machado v. Fontes continues to apply to some situations in order to achieve individual justice.
The decision of the Court of Appeal is a disguised attempt to adopt the principle of proximity as an exception since the application of the test in McLean v. Pettigrew or the one in Grimes v. Cloutier and Cloutier depends upon the existence of certain connecting factors that indicate which jurisdiction has the most real and substantial connection with the occurrence and the parties with respect to a particular issue. 32 Probably, the court took this approach because it favoured reforming the law by legislative rather than by judicial intervention. In the field of foreign torts, the principle of proximity should be invoked only in special circumst.ances where, after an examination of the policy underlying the laws which may be applied under Phillips v. Eyre and the interests of the parties to be affected, it is clear that the lex loci delicti has no real and substantial connection with the proceedings.
The use of the principle of proximity as an exception in order to correct an anomalous situation is justifiable where certainty, predictability and uniformity of results are not important considerations.
Jurisdiction of courts
The principle of proximity which has been applied by Canadian courts as a general rule or as an exception in choice of law cases has not played a comparable role in the area of conflicts of jurisdictions. This is surprising as it would seem logical and just for the court applying the law most really and substantially connected to be also the one that is most really and substantially connected with the lawsuit. However, indirectly, the principle of proximity has worked its way into conflicts of jurisdictions through the doctrine of forum non conveniens.
In Canada, at common law, the primary rule to determine whether a court has jurisdiction in personam to hear and determine an issue upon which its decision is sought, is that so long as the defendant is personally served with a writ or originating process in the court's territory, that court can hear the matter. The presence of the defendant is paramount. However, since in disputes involving one or more legally relevant foreign elements, it is possible for a defendant to avoid service of the writ or originating process by leaving the province or Canada, or by remaining abroad, provincial and federal rules of procedure list the specific circumst.ances where a person may be served outside the court's territory, for instance if relief is sought against a defendant domiciled or ordinarily resident or carrying on business in the jurisdiction. 34 The rules governing service outside the court's territory determine when the court has jurisdiction over a defendant outside the province or Canada. Once served, within or without the province or Canada, the defendant may move for an order to set aside the service or to stay the proceeding, on the ground that the court is forum non conveniens for the hearing of the proceeding. It is at this stage of the proceeding that the principle of proximity comes into the picture in order to set aside the relevant jurisdictional rule when ~arranted by the circumstances. Thus, in Canada the most real and substantial connection is not a general principle for the exercise of jurisdiction. The doctrine of forum non conveniens was developed in order to prevent Canadian courts from accepting jurisdiction, when it was more appropriate for a court in another province or country to hear the lawsuit because the connection with the court selected by the plaintiff was negligible or non existent. ·
In the area of jurisdiction, convenience, fairness and justice are the objectives that must be taken into consideration when applying the principle of proximity which finds its expression in the doctrine of forum non conveniens. The court that has the most real and substantial connection with the lawsuit is the forum conveniens since it will be able to achieve justice at much less inconvenience or expense to the parties than the court having jurisdiction by application of the established ground or factor upon which such jurisdiction is based. In other words, the principle of proximity is tied to the issue of suitability or appropriateness of the forum.
The doctrine of forum non conveniens seeks out the natural forum which is the one with which the lawsuit has the most real and substantial connection. The court must look for connecting factors in this sense. These factors include not only factors affecting convenience or expense but also other factors such as the law governing the relevant transaction and the places where the parties, respectively. reside or carry on business. When they have exercised their discretion to decline jurisdiction on the basis of the doctrine of forum non conveniens, ' As part of the first stage, the applicant for a stay must satisfy the court that the foreign jurisdiction is the convenient forum. Convenient forum means that the applicant must establish that the foreign jurisdiction is the more appropriate natural forum to tty the action in the sense that the foreign jurisdiction has the most real and substantial connection with the lawsuit. It will be presumed that justice can best be obtained in the foreign jurisdiction if it is the natural forum in the sense that justice can be done between the parties at substantially less inconvenience or expense in the natural forum of a lawsuit. However, in the exceptional case, justice may not be best done in the natural forum where a substantial number of major witnesses reside in the other jurisdiction. The applicant for a stay of an Ontario action must thus establish that justice can clearly be best done in the foreign jurisdiction. That test satisfied, the applicant is still not yet entitled to a stay. The second stage of an application for a stay of an Ontario action in a case of competing jurisdiction raises the question as to whether the stay will deprive the respondent plaintiff of a legitimate personal or juridical advantage by maintaining the Ontario action which will not be available to him in the foreign jurisdiction. At this stage, the onus lies on the respondent plaintiff to establish the loss of a legitimate personal or juridical advantage. The court must not presume such loss. ' Since the doctrine of forum non conveniens is now applied whether the defendant is served within or without the province or Canada, it is possible to argue that the principle of proximity has become the general rule rather than a corrective for determining the jurisdiction of Canadian courts in cases involving one or more legally relevant foreign elements. In all cases, the appropriate forum must be the one which has the most real and substantial connection with the lawsuit. The ( traditional grounds upon which Canadian courts base their jurisdiction which are generally defined by law, are subservient to this principle. However, if the particular ground invoked by the plaintiff provides the most real and substantial connection, the court will not declare itself forum non conveniens.
It would seem that the doctrine of forum non conveniens which implements the principle of proximity is too rigid if it means the most real and substantial connection. In the field of conflicts of jurisdictions, unlike that of choice of law, it does not matter if several courts have jurisdiction provided the ground or factor that is used by the court constitutes a sufficient connection.
3.4
Recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments
Following English precedent developed in the 19th century, it had long been established in common law Canada that a foreign court has 'international' jurisdiction to pronounce a judgment in personam capable of recognition and enforcement where, at the date of commencement of the proceedings, the defendant was resident or present within the country, state or province of that court or, if a corporatio~ was carrying on business there. In addition, 'international' jurisdiction was recognized where the defendant, in the character of the plaintiff had selected the court in which he or she was afterwards sued or where he or she had submitted or agreed to submit to the jurisdiction of that court. Other bases for the exercise of j'1tisdiction by a foreign court were not recognized. As already indicated, in all the common law provinces, the rules of civil procedure allow for service out of the province on certain grounds which go far beyond those that are traditionally recognized as giving international jurisdiction to a foreign court. However, a judgment rendered in a province.ori any of these grounds cannot be enforced in another province if it is not one that gives the original court international jurisdiction in the eyes of the enforcing court. Thus, until recently, in cases where jurisdiction was based on grounds not recognized by the courts of the State or province where the debtor resided or had assets, the best tactic was not to appear at all before the foreign court and then resist the enforcement of the foreign default judgment by arguing that the original court Jacked international jurisdiction. To overcome this situation, some courts resorted to jurisdictional reciprocity or bilaterality.
39 It was not until 1991 that Canadian courts moved away from traditional jurisdictional rules with respect to the recognition and enforcement of the judgments of sister provinces. The seminal decision that accomplished this revolution was given by the Supreme Court of Canada in De Savoye v. Morguard and Investments Ltd. 40 The facts of this case are simple. The respondents, Morguard Investments Ltd. and Credit Foncier Trust Company, became mortgagors of ·lands in Alberta in 1978. The appellant, De Savoye, who then resided in Alberta and originally the guarantor, took title to the lands and assumed the obligations of mortgagor. Subsequently, he moved to British Columbia where he established his residence after severing all his business and other ties with Alberta. When the mortgages fell into arrears, the respondents brought actions in Alberta for foreclosure and served the appellant in British Columbia pursuant to Rule 30(g) of the Alberta Rules of Court. 41 The appellant did not appear or defend the actions, nor was he under any contractual obligation to submit to the jurisdiction of the Alberta Court. The respondents obtained judgments nisi in the foreclosure actions. At the expiry of the redemption period, they became the owners of the mortgaged properties as a result of a judicial sale and judgments were entered against the appellant for the The court was of the opinion that the proper test to be applied is whether it is inherently reasonable for the action to be brought in a particular jurisdiction. In other words, where the defendant or the subject matter of the dispute had a (and not the most) real and substantial connection with the court that gave the judgment, it is reasonable that such judgment be recognized in other provinces. This is called 'interprovincial comity' in the sense of mutual self-interest and convenience. In the present case, it was reasonable for the Alberta court to have taken jurisdiction because the properties were situated in that province and the contracts had been entered into there by parties then both resident in Alberta. Generally speaking, the principle of proximity in this milder form is more logical and practical than jurisdictional reciprocity for determining the ' international, jurisdiction of the original court. It is much wider, less rigid, does not create difficult problems of interpretation and constitutes a true rule of private international law in the field of conflicts of jurisdictions. The new test is designed to enlarge the grounds upon which Canadian courts recognize the jurisdiction of the courts of other provinces for the purpose of enforcing their judgments at common law. It is an all-embracing test since it includes the traditional common law grounds of 'international, jurisdiction. There is no danger that the sovereignty of the province of the enforcing court will be jeopardized by the exercise of jurisdiction by the original court, since the enforcing court is the sole judge as to what constitutes a real and substantial connection. Therefore, this test could also be applied to judgments rendered in foreign States. 42 In some cases, the application of the test could result in a situation where the original court had 'international' jurisdiction in the eyes of the enforcing court even though that court would not possess jurisdiction in similar circumstances. This is one of the differences that exist between reciprocity and proximity. What constitutes a real and substantial connection is not always easy to determine. For instance, should personal property within the jurisdiction constitute a sufficient real and substantial connection? Should it make any difference whether ~e property is in Canada or abroad? Eventually, the courts of each province will develop their own rules as to what amounts to a real and substantial connection in a particular situation in order to recognize the 'international' jurisdiction of the original court at common law. Probably, some of the. grounds for service ex juris used by the enforcing court could be recognized as constituting a real and substantial connection for the original court.
With respect to the issue of forum non conveniens, and the discretionary power of the court, it is difficult to see how the enforcing court could refuse to recognize the jurisdiction of the original court on the ground of forum non conveniens when it is based on a real and substantial connection, since it is generally admitted that the natural forum for the trial of an action is that with which the action has the most real and substantial connection. The statement by the Supreme Court of Canada that permitting suit where there is a substantial connection with the action provides a reasonable balance between the rights of the parties, opens the door to the full recognition of the principle of proximity as the general rule for the exercise of jurisdiction by Canadian courts. 43 Whether this new approach should be supported is doubtful. In our opinion, the principle of proximity should only be resorted to as an exception when it is necessary to correct a bad situation,
THE NEW CIVIL CODE OF QUEBEC
On December 18, 1991, the Quebec National Assembly adopted the Civil Code of Quebec which will come into force in 1994 44 and replace the Civil Code of Lower Canada enacted in 1865. Book ten of the new Code is devoted to private international law. Other parts of the Code deal with domicile and residence and the proof of foreign law and foreign documents. It is not within the scope of this paper to analyze the new rules of private international law. What should be mentioned, however, is that these rules have a chequered origin. They are based in part on a project prepared by the Private International Law Committee of the Office of Revision of the Civil Code which incorporated the provisions of some of the Hague Conventions 45 and, in part, on the 1987 federal law of Switzerland devoted to private international law, as well as the 1980 EEC Convention on contractual obligations. It is also interesting to note that the principle of proximity is adopted by the Code which provides that, exceptionally, the law normally applicable will be set aside, if in the light of all attendant circumstances, it is clear that the situation is only remotely connected with that law and is much more closely connected with the law of another State. This provision which acts as a corrective, does not apply where the law is designated in a legal instrument 46 The principle of proximity is also used directly to determine the law applicable to obligations 47 and the international jurisdiction of Quebec judicial and administrative authorities 48 and, indirectly, to test the jurisdiction of foreign judicial and administrative authorities 49 for the purpose of recognizing and enforcing a foreign decision. 50 
CONCLUSION
The recent evolution of some Canadian private international law rules indicates that the close association that has existed between Canada and the Hague Conference for the past twenty-four years has been mutually beneficial. By participating actively in the work of all its sessions, and implementing a certain number of its conventions, Canada has been able to align some of its private international law rules on those of the rest of the world. The country has finally begun to emerge from its splendid international legal isolation! On the other hand, Canada's long experience with interprovincial conflicts, its successful attempts at unification of the law on the domestic level through the Uniform Law Conference have enabled it to make a substantial and original contribution to the work of the Hague Conference. In the future, this successful cross-pollination can only accelerate the process of world-wide unification of private international law rules to the advantage of all.
